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Leaders working
together for a
smarter world
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A word from our CEO
We have something in common.
Yes, we care!
We want to become a part of sustainable development and
sustainable business, because only together can we achieve a
more sustainable world. SmartHead, and I, want to be a part of
this valuable and long-term goal with you.
The word ‘SMARTHEAD’ itself represents a conscious person who
cares for sustainability and who wants to see a sustainable
planet thrive. Whether we’re talking about everyday individuals,
business executives, political leaders or other well-known
people - we build SmartHead around this philosophy.
SmartHead creates an online and offline platform for you, so we
can connect, improve and share our experiences together.
At SmartHead we want to get everyone involved. No matter
what sector or industry you work in and no matter what you do,
we can all work TOGETHER. This has always been my dream
since childhood. When I was kid, I once drew a picture of a
factory puffing out dark smoke, which was polluting a crying
planet Earth that sat above it. This image has stayed with me for
my whole life; I have always wanted to make this image better
by creating my vision on a global scale. I want to help
companies act more respectfully towards our nature and our
society.
What we are doing at SmartHead is something that can
improve our world, benefit companies and help change the
dynamics of business. We want to inspire more and more
leaders to join us!
My vision is to see a world where companies are participating in
this vital change. SmartHead is about helping, connecting, and
allowing people to show how they are doing this. Check out our
SmartHead platform and you can see the companies that have
already decided to embark on this sustainable journey with us.
Finally, I would like to say one big THANKS to all parties who
showed interest, engaged with us and helped us, the
SmartHead team, to make the first SmartHead Sustainability
Summit happen.

Veronika Osvaldová
CEO SmartHead

Welcome video by his Excellency Mr.
Antonio Guterres, Secretary-General of
the United Nations
“Our planet faces severe economic,
social and environmental challenges,
including a global climate emergency.
The Sustainable Development Goals offer
us a plan of action. More and more, the
private sector is seeing the potential of
climate action, green technology and
sustainable business models.”
See

the

whole

video

Read the message
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SmartHead Sustainability
Summit 2019 in numbers

228

17

3

16

60+

29

Attendees

Number of
speakers

Number of
nationalities

Number of
companies

Number of
moderators

Partners and
Sponsors on board

47%
Men

53%
Women

61%

17%

12%

10%

Private sector

NGO/NPO

Public sector

Others (teachers,
students, sustainability
enthusiasts)

SmartHead Sustainability Summit
2019 Media coverage

691 327
Online

8 000
Print

117 000
TV
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Testimonials
There is a connection that we share there
is a need to bring us together and I find
that this summit is doing exactly the
same. And it gives me hope because
we're talking about some of the greatest
challenges that we face in this world and
how do we address them. And how we
use the incredible power of business to
address these great challenges.
Robert Strand

Fantastic speakers,
motivational speakers,
so many people from
all over the world and
different industries,
businesses as well as
government as well as
NGOs, I am really
excited so far.
Martin Kuruc

I'm so impressed how
many young people
are here at this
conference. Because
usually at a lot of
conferences the age
average is much
higher but I can really
see that here in
Slovakia obviously
there is so much
interest of the future
generations.
Karin Huber-Heim

It was for me excellent from the content
point of view, from the attendance point
of view and the most incredible thing for
me was that people stayed for a whole
day which is really great.
Patrick J. O’Brien

There are so many companies in Slovakia
who care for sustainability and they are
willing to do more and more and they put
a big effort into it. So it give me hope and
it is worth not to give up.
Adela Vinczeova

See the summit video

Top-rated sessions
Building a sustainable
future with SDGs

Companies: Drivers
of a new economy

Transforming business
models with trendsetters
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Moderators

Patrick J. O’Brien

Adela Vinczeová

Robert Strand

Journalist, contributor to The
Times, The Mail and European
leading magazines

Slovak moderator, 16 titles at
prestigious OTO Awards

Executive Director at Berkeley-Haas
Center for Responsible Business,
Leading expert onNordic sustainable
businessand Nordic capitalism

Speakers

Robert Strand
Executive Director at Berkeley-Haas
Center for Responsible Business,
Leading expert onNordic sustainable
businessand Nordic capitalism

Martin Kuruc
Managing Director for TescoStores
Slovakia

Norbert Kurilla
State Secretary ofthe Ministryof
Environment ofthe Slovak republic,
Vice-chairoftheOECDGreenAction
Programme

Karin Huber-Heim

Eva Vati
Founder & CEOat VATIof Sweden,
Project member &Expert advisorat UN
Women

David Spruyt
David Spruyt, SeniorDirector CEE
Channel Salesat Dell Technologies

Alex Hilton
Head ofSustainability at Foreignand
CommonwealthOffice ofthe United
Kingdom

Roland Schatz

Founder & CEOat CSR &
COMMUNICATION,BoardMemberat

Founder &CEOat Global Sustainability
IndexInstitute (UNGSII), Senior Advisor

Global Compact NetworkAustria

to the UN Director-Generalin Geneva

Maja Demjanovičová
Team leader at Pure Junk

Petr Šebek

Katarína Linczényiová

Philip Morris, Director Communications
CZ,SK&HU

World classfreedive athlete,
motivational speaker,stress
managementconsultant accredited by
the British Psychological Association

Kevin A. Murray
CEOforCentral-EuropeandCountry
Head for Hungary,Citi

Glynn Pegler

Darius Moravčík
CEOat Salut

Joachim Kircher

Director, BusinessOwner

Senior Manager at Denkstatt

Peter Irikovsky

Saantu Hulkkonen

CEOatExponea

CEO & Founder at Solved

Vlasta Kubušová
Founder of Crafting Plastics
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Special
thanks
We would like to specially
thank our lead moderator
Mr. PATRICK J. O’BRIEN

”

We have hosted the 14th edition of GLOBSEC Forum
and for the 1st time the climate change has become
one of the top 3 major threats. We have not seen
that in the previous years. Climate change is
becoming a major political issue but we cannot sort
it out only by politicians.
Robert Vass
President of Globsec

Key thoughts
and ideas

Citi has a strong track record of
integrating sustainability into its core
business and operations. For instance,
our 10-year (2014 – 2023) $100 Billion
Environmental Finance Goal is predicted
to be reached this year, several years
ahead of the schedule. We are also
committed to sourcing 100% of our global
energy needs from renewable sources
by 2020.

The SDG where we can make the biggest
difference is No.3, Good health and wellbeing of society. Eventually, PMI is ready
to stop selling cigarettes in the future and
replace them with reduced-risk products.
Petr Šebek
Director Communications CZ, SK, HU at
Philip Morris International

Kevin A. Murray
CEO for Central-Europe and Country
Head for Hungary at Citi

”

To make a change, you have to take a baby steps.
Don‘t take huge steps. Take baby steps and make a
change continuously.
Eva Vati
Founder & CEO at VATI of Sweden, Project member & Expert
advisor at UN Women
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The goal which we are aiming for the
most is the SDG No.12 - Responsible
consumption and production. We feel big
responsibility to fight against food waste.
We achieved significant improvement in
Slovakia and decreased the food waste
by 52% within Tesco, meaning we have
achieved our goal 11 years earlier.

I think that it is wrong to talk about
business strategy and sustainability
strategy. There should be only one
strategy.
David Spruyt
Senior Director CEE Channel Sales at Dell
Technologies

We also donate food which is still suitable
for consumption to local charities,
feeding 5,000 people every day. We do
food workshops on how to cook without
wasting food. We also aim to get rid of
single use plastics. We are currently
looking for possibilities that would allow
our customers to bring their own boxes.
Martin Kuruc
Managing Director for Tesco Stores
Slovakia

FREE online course
- “5 easy steps to
Future Proof your
company”
by our speaker Eva Vati
Learn more

There is enough money in the world. And
the money is directed now towards SDGs.
If you work now with SDGs, you will be two
steps further when legislation comes and
you will be prepared. No matter how big
or small and regardless of the industry all
companies can contribute to the SDGs.
Those companies that succeed in
making the sustainable transformation
will be the winners of the future economy.
Eva Vati
Founder & CEO at VATI of Sweden,
Project member & Expert advisor at UN
Women
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I don’t believe that sustainability can go
hand in hand with American capitalism. A
good example of sustainable capitalism
is Nordic model. Their model of capitalism
– it’s not about me, it’s about us. And
collaborative and humble approach is
important.

You have to be a role model in
sustainability and behave accordingly.
There is no way you can hide and pretend
to be someone else. Communication is
the driver for sustainability. It is not just
talking anymore; it is a conversation
rather than a monologue.

Robert Strand
Executive Director at Berkeley-Haas
Center for Responsible Business
California, Leading expert on
Scandinavian sustainable business

Karin Huber-Heim
Founder of CSR & COMMUNICATION,
Board Member at Global Compact
Network Austria

Sustainability
should
not
be
an
afterthought. Sustainability should be in
a DNA of every company. The most
trusted brands are the most profitable.

Climate change is important but the way
we act is a bigger threat than climate
change.

Glynn Pegler
CEO at Culture Group

Roland Schatz
Founder & CEO at Global Sustainability
Index Institute (UNGSII), Senior Advisor
to the UN Director-General in Geneva
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I am so impressed and happy at the
same time. As we know, in order to
protect nature and slow down climate
change, we have to act quickly and
SmartHead is about real progress in the
real world. Everything is possible and with
the engagement of companies it seems
much more real. The good news is that
SmartHead helps companies progress
and facilitates access to information
about their activities that support
sustainability of nature and society.

The reason why I am doing business in
Slovakia is that when I was looking within
the CEE region there was a huge outflow
of talent and there was no reason for
them to come back. They did not see any
exciting jobs.

Filip Kulisev
Founder of Amazing Planet

Peter Irikovský
CEO at Exponea

So the original idea was to create a place
for talents. So we decided to do it
differently in the company and build roles
around people, and not the other way
round.

”

For millennials, it is important for them to feel they
are making a difference in the company they are
working for.
Martin Kuruc
Managing Director for Tesco Stores Slovakia

We need to be as ambitious as we can
within our possibilities. For the past year
and a half, we have been working on the
program ‘Beyond Plastic’ and we
have removed 98% of single use
plastics in the UK Foreign Office within 10
months.
Alex Hilton
Head of Sustainability at Foreign and
Commonwealth Office of the United
Kingdom
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SmartHead
Awards
Top companies from SmartHead platform were given awards from three categories.
They received SmartHead awards made by renowned glassmaker and designer
Gordana Glass. Companies were awarded according to their particular activities in
sustainability. Our partner company BMW gave a special prize for the company that
came first in SmartHead’s ranking of TOP COMPANIES THAT CARE - TRANSPARENCY IN
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY: a BMW i8 for a sustainability team for a week.
See top companies that care

Invitation video by His Highness
Albert II. Prince of Monaco

”

It is not too late to act, but we need to act quickly. We need
to do it boldly and we need to do it together.
See the whole video
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1st place in SmartHead ranking
TOP COMPANIES THAT CARE

CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

Adela Vinczeová, Moderator, Milan Stupka,
Corporate Communications Manager at BMW, Silvia
Jeleniková, Co-Site Lead of Dell Global Business
Centre & HR Director CEE

Silvia Jeleniková, Co-Site Lead of Dell Global
Business Centre & HR Director CEE, Maria Eglová, Field
Services Strategy & Business Planning Senior Advisor
at Dell EMC and Jana Hudecová, Program Manager
at Dell EMC
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Best Structure of activities in the
field of corporate sustainability

CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

Lucia Langová, Head of Communication at Kaufland
Slovakia with Adela Vinczeová, Moderator

Best Activity in corporate
sustainability

CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

Gabriel Szabó, CEO at Slovnaft with Andy Garth,
British Ambassador to Slovakia

Slovnaft bajk
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”

No one can make an impact or a change with
regards to SDGs alone, we can only do that by
cooperation and transparency
Karin Huber-Heim
Founder & CEO at CSR & COMMUNICATION, Board Member at
Global Compact Network Austria
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Impact
auction
Yes, we all can talk about how important it is to make a difference. But unless we take
action and make real steps, nothing will change for a better and more sustainable
future. The basic step is action and activity. That is also why each company’s
Corporate Sustainability profile on www.besmarthead.com is based on real activities
which make a positive difference. However big or small, they are real.
Being “real” is also an essential part of SmartHead DNA and through the SmartHead
Sustainability Summit we intended to make a positive difference too. In partnership
with Filip Kulisev, Founder of Amazing Planet, we organised an Impact Auction, from
which the collected amount will be put towards planting 2 260 trees in the natural
beauty that is the Tatra National Park (TANAP) in Slovakia.
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Reading
between the
lines
First edition main focus: professionalism, practicality & a
positive atmosphere
Young generation interest: high

Preferred attendees: those with honest interest in the topic of
sustainability
Expected outcome: motivated and educated companies and
their employees, equipped with new ways of how to improve in
their sustainability efforts
Atmosphere: positive energy
Message for business leaders: our planet, our responsibility.
Lead your company in line with sustainability and let the world
know about it,

Thanks to our Exclusive automobile
partner who helped us to manage all
time schedules for our speakers and
moderators.

Networking evening was organised in
cooperation with

…and we networked well, thank you!
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We were able to make the first SmartHead Sustainability
Summit happen thanks to the help and support of following
partners. A big THANK YOU to:
GENERAL PARTNER

EXCLUSIVE AUTOMOTIVE PARTNER

MAIN INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

PARTNERS

ASSOCIATE PARTNERS

MAIN MEDIA PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNERS
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Have your Corporate
Sustainability (CS) profile
on besmarthead.com
and join a group of smart leaders that have
decided to support sustainable development and
demonstrate transparency. These are leaders that
care!

Corporate sustainability
(CS) profile

Well done
Let stakeholders
give you feedback
on your activities.

4 pillars of CS profiles
1.

Data management

2.

Communication

3.

Research and Development

4.

Cooperation

Online and POS
marketing kit
Custom online web sticker and physical
sticker for your CS profile.

Product video
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Benefits of having a CS profile on
besmarthead.com
1. Increase market shares
2. Build a brand identity and be recognised
as a company that supports sustainable
development
3. Establish a loyal business relationship
with your stakeholders; employees, clients
and business partners
4. Become an attractive employer
5. Improve your corporate sustainability
performance
6. Manage all your corporate sustainability
data in one place - consolidate your data
using one tool
7. Data analysing, quarterly reports, custom
reporting - combine your activity data with
customer interaction, create all your reports
on one platform

Which departments
can use a CS profile
Management - management decisions,
reporting
Sales department - selling process
Human Resources Department - hiring
process
Marketing, Communication, PR
Analytic Department - analysing
progress
Sustainability Department - R&D for
sustainability initiatives

Maintenance
Data analysis & reporting.

8. Communicate all of your approaches to
corporate sustainability with your
stakeholders in a transparent way
9. R&D - find new practical examples of
corporate sustainability activities/projects
applicable for your segment
10. Have an online and POS marketing kit –
including a custom online web sticker for
your CS profile

Companies having their CS profile

... and more
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Online platform
besmarthead.com
in numbers

604

Product video

Number of activities in
sustainability

Type of
companies

Type of companies

62.5%
Privately held

25.9%
Public

11.6%
Other

TOP 5 supported SDGs
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Type of activities within CS areas

45.1%
Community
and Society

4.1%
Supply chain and
Production

26.1%
Strategy and
Management

1.1%

17.2%
Climate,
Environment and
Energy

6.4%
Employees

Human Rights

Type of
activities
within CS
areas

Size of
companies

Size of companies
(employees)

29.4%
0 - 10

5.7%
501 - 1 000

35.2%
11 - 50

10.2%
51 - 200

19.5%
1 001 +
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Find out more about the focuses of our
partnering companies and in which fields you
can cooperate

For PMI, sustainability is about creating longterm value while minimizing the negative
externalities associated with its products,
operations, and value chain.
CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

The four pillars of PMI’s sustainability strategy are: transforming its business, driving
operational excellence, managing its social impact and reducing its environmental
footprint. In each of these pillars, PMI takes decisive actions in areas where its work can
have the greatest impact, thereby contributing towards the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals.
Visit PMI Sustainability
Discover PMI’s Sustainability Report 2018

Smoke-free future

Driving
operational
excellence

TIER 1

TIER 1

Product health impacts
Access to smoke-free
products

Responsible
commercialization

Managing
our social
impact
Child labor

Reducing our
environmental
footprint
Emissions and energy
Biodiversity and
deforestation
Waste and littering

Product addictiveness

Other human rights

Fair working conditions

Responsible R&D

Economic performance

Health, safety, and
well-being

Raw materials and other
supplies

Water

Diversity and inclusion

TIER 1

Data privacy
Fiscal practices

Community engagement

Illicit tobacco trade

Talent attraction and
retention

Policy influence
Bribery, corruption, and
anti-competition
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CS profile

Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

We are successfully
fightingagainst food waste
One of the UN sustainable development
goals is to halve global food waste by
2030. In Slovakia, Tesco already achieved
this goal in 2019,11years before the UN
target. Just in 2 years we have decreased
food waste in our own operations by
amazing52%, while donated almost 2400
tonnes of food to people in need.

SLOVNAFT, a. s., based in Bratislava, is the only
Slovak refinery within European rank among
top 3.

CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

As a company with its core business
oriented on crude oil processing,
production, warehousing, wholesale,
retail sales and distribution, we tend to
contribute our business also towards
social responsibility oriented projects. We
do perceive the continuous need of
support from our close, as well as distant,
surroundings. As a tradition based brand,
it is in our best intention to provide
services which enhance the quality of
living not only nearby our refinery, but
also everywhere in Slovakia.

Open for cooperation
Slovnaft supports a broadscale of CSR
projects dedicated to sport, community,
sustainability, environment, education
and general development of youth.
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CS profile (SK)
CS profile (CZ)
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

CS profile

Citi, the one of the world's leading financial
services companies, has been offering its
services in the Slovak Republic since 1995 and
is a valuable partner to Slovak corporations,
public sector clients, the multi-national clients
with operations in Slovakia and global
investors.
Citizenship is core to Citi and is deeply
embedded in its mission of enabling
growth and progress around the world.
Citi in Slovakia is actively involved in
developing
youth
entrepreneurship
programmes in Slovakia and financial
education through a variety of activities
as part of Citi Foundation’s Pathways to
Progress initiative. Citi is committed to

developing economic and financial
education in Slovakia, as well as the
development of the non-profit sector
and works closely with local charitable
organisations.
Read about Citi’s commitment to
Sustainability and 2018 Global Citizenship
Report.

GLOBSEC is a global think-tank based in
Bratislava committed to enhancing security,
prosperity and sustainability in Europe and
throughout the world.

Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

Achieving
an
economically,
environmentally as well as socially
sustainable growth is no longer a
concern of the distant future. Societies
across the globe face challenges
connected to the aging society,
changing labor force dimensions or
climate change already. GLOBSEC
believes that to tackle the challenges well
and find viable long-term solutions we
need to work together, and therefore we

are committed to facilitate crosscountry and cross-sectoral cooperation
to address the key problems and find the
best solutions for a better and more
sustainable future.

Open for cooperation
Environmental issues, smart
innovation, future of Europe.

cities,
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Our claim: with our products and services we
are a part of the solution. This means that we
are shaping the future of mobility. In this way
we create value for our company and society.
Electrification and innovations

Efficient supply chain

For us as carmakers, climate protection is
particularly relevant. We have been
continuously increasing the efficiency of
our combustion engines for many years.
Our goal is emission-free mobility. With its
sustainable 360-degree approach, our
BMWi3 was a pioneer in electric mobility.

We also make sure that we keep our
environmental footprint as small as
possible in our manufacturing processes.
In Europe, we are already using electricity
generated exclusively from renewable
sources. By 2020 we want all our plants
worldwide to run on green electricity. In
addition, we are continuously optimising
our value chain. By signing the BMW
Group Code on Human Rights and
Working Conditions, we have made a
clear statement. It focuses on equality,
diversity, safety in the workplace and the
protection of personal data. We also
have our suppliers and sales partners
commit to this code.

Today, we are the European market
leaders in electric vehicles. In 2018, we
delivered more than 140,000 electric
vehicles and plug-in hybrids worldwide.
We are electrifying all brands and model
series.
Our four strategic innovation fields are
consistently geared towards the future of
mobility: automated driving, connectivity,
electrification and services. In this way
we are not just reducing emissions and
increasing sustainability in individual
mobility – we are also extending our
customers’ digital world into their cars.

One of the guiding principles at
the BMW Group is always: We take
on responsibility.

Our contribution
We are already implementing this
collaborative approach by entering into
partnerships in many areas. These range
from our membership in the UN Global
Compact and partnerships along the
supply chain to product development
alliances with new tech players.
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Pernod Ricard Slovakia - Sustainability &
Responsibility are at the heart of our business
and our future.
CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

Pernod Ricard, as the only Wine & Spirits
company to be recognized as a Global
Compact LEAD company, launched in
April 2019 its 2030 S&R roadmap. The
strategy that differentiates us from our
competitors, sets out 8 ambitious and
concrete 2030 targets supporting the
United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).

´We bring good times from a good place,
to create a more convivial world, a world
without excess´. The Group is taking bold
next steps in addressing both social
responsibility,
in
particular
by
accelerating the fight against alcohol
misuse and environmental topics, to
preserve the terroirs its products come
from ( for example: during our last
Responsib´All day in Slovakia, we worked
in close cooperation with OLO and
Institute of circular economics in the field
of waste sorting according SDG n. 12).

Telecommunications company focusing on
the values of fairness, simplicity and
transparency.
CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

O2 counts among those companies that
have the courage to voice their opinion
also in society-wide topics not directly
related with business. It perceives
corporate responsibility as its integral
part without hesitating to step up for the
values of fairness and transparency and
promote them also outside of the realm
of its business. Precisely these values
represent the key pillars of the company
that are encoded in its corporate culture
and define its approach to its customers,
employees and suppliers.

Open for cooperation
Innovative
education
of
young
generations,
creative
young
entrepreneurs and startups, support of
values (democracy, liberty, human
rights), responsible use of mobile phones,
environmental issues.
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CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

Dell has been operating in Slovakia since 2003.
We are a global business center with the Dell
Financial hub and a wide range of worldwide
functions such as IT, marketing, sales,
technical support, and business operations
support.
At Dell, we want to create long-term
corporate value through our key areas in
corporate sustainability: Environment,
Communities, People, Supply Chain, and
Net Positive

Net Positive – the good that will come
from our technology will be 10x what it
takes to create and use it

Environment - keep plastics out of the
ocean and re-use in our products
support electronics takeback source 50%
of our electricity from renewables, work
toward a circular economy

Just as we believe technology is the
center of human progress, we know that
when our team members get involved in
supporting non-profits, the impact of our
charitable efforts can go even further.

Communities – engage 75% of our
employees in community service, apply
our expertise and technology in
underserved communities

Volunteering – common events & pro
Bono sharing best practices

People – support diversity and inclusive
culture,
encourage
eligible
team
members to enroll in flexible work
programs

Open for cooperation

People – share our experience with
Employee Resource Groups – diversity
and inclusion

Supply Chain – hold our suppliers to the
same
high
social,
ethical
and
environmental standards we set for
ourselves
to
drive
transparency,
accountability
and
continuous
improvement
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CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

Established in Slovakia, Accace ranks among
the leading BPO & advisory providers in the CEE
region.
Our mission is to support our clients,
colleagues and partners in reaching their
dreams, while leaving a positive imprint
on the world. Guided by our strong values
of excellence, cooperation, flexibility,
passion, trust, and commitment, we
succeed by achieving goals that involve
more
than
just
financial
accomplishments. We believe that giving
back to local communities and people
involved in them is as important as any
other service that the company is
providing.

Open for cooperation
We are focusing on 4 main areas:
sustainability,
community
support,
education and providing pro bono expert
services. We are also exploring new
grounds where we can make a positive
change.

Wealth Effect Management is investment
company that focuses on wealth
management.
CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com

As one of our top priorities, corporate
sustainability is always big factor in
decision
making
and
company
development.
Wealth
Effect
Management was founded on high
moral principles and with goal to bring
better financial future for Slovakia and
rest of the world. We are proud that our
hard work pays off not just for the
company, but employees and clients
likewise. We are adamant about our
approach to share the value we create,
while keeping steady growth to allow us
the same approach in future.

Open for cooperation
We’re open to cooperate on projects that
focus on better or specialized education
of people, which allows them to be
positive change for future, and on
projects that help create leaders of the
future.
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Premium
quality

single origin
specialty coffee

SAMAY is Slovakia's first Fairtrade and BIO
certified specialty coffee roastery,
producer and distributor of ethically
sourced organic nuts, tea and chocolate.
We began in 2005, continuously growing
our operations to include an intensive
cooperation with our sister company Ten
Senses Africa as well as other farmers
from developing countries. Our products
comply with the highest standards of
premium quality, sustainability and
social responsibility.

BIO
organic

FLO
fairtrade

zero
waste

Open for cooperation
Specialty coffee selected from the best
5% of coffee globally, locally batch
roasted for your office and events. We
already supply Accenture, IBM and
others, using zero-waste packaging.

Every year, forest area the
size of Bratislava is cut
down in order to print
business cards. 88% of
those cards are thrown
out within one week of
being exchanged.
Salut will stop this waste
with digital, sharable
business cards.
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CS profile
Visit Corporate
Sustainability profile
on besmarthead.com
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The Ministry of Environment is the central state
administrative and supreme inspection
authority in environmental affairs.
The Ministry designs policy and legislative
framework that seeks to achieve multiple
sustainable goals when environmental,
economic and social aspects are jointly
addressed, like e.g. Greener Slovakia –
Strategy of Environmental Policy 2030 or
programmes and action plans and
ensures their implementation through
funding, controlling and monitoring. The
system approach to sustainability
consists in greening the economy via
conditions and measures oriented to
reduce air, water pollution, land
degradation, loss of biodiversity, climate
change impact and improve resource
efficiency.

Open for cooperation
GREEN EDUCATION FUND is an innovative
mechanism that represents a systemic,
longer-term
tool
to
promote
environmental awareness and ecoeducational
projects
based
on
cooperation among the business sphere,
civil society and the state.
The Ministry is partnering up with
different business stakeholders to scale
up impact, e.g. the Slovak Business
Agency, Slovak Plastic Cluster, Regional
Chambers of Commerce, automotive
sector,
TESCO
and
many
other
companies.

The Slovak Environment Agency is a
professional organization of the Ministry of
Environment of the Slovak Republic.
Established in 1993, the Agency deals with
a broad range of environmental issues, in
line with its statutes and the principles of
sustainable development. On an annual
basis, the Agency in cooperation with the
Ministry of Environment publishes State of
the Environment Report. It develops and
assesses a set of environmental
indicators, including SDG indicators. The
Agency reports national environmental
data to the European Commission. Also, is
a National Focal Point of the European
Environment
Information
and
Observation Network (Eionet) that is a
partnership network of the European
Environment Agency and its member
and cooperating countries. Since 1996, it
hosts Basel Convention Regional Centre
for Central and Eastern Europe in

Slovakia. It participates in international
projects COSME, Horizon 2020, Interreg,
Slovak Aid and others.

Open for cooperation
Eco-Management and Audit Scheme
(EMAS) for companies and other
organisations to evaluate, report, and
improve
their
environmental
performance. EMAS is open to every type
of organisation willing to improve its
environmental performance. It spans all
economic and service sectors. National
Ecolabel and EU Ecolabel that are
awarded to products and services
meeting high environmental standards
throughout their life-cycle.
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Over the years, The Slovak Green Building
Council (SKGBC) has become the main
promoter and ambassador of the idea of
sustainable construction in Slovakia.
Supporting the idea of sustainable
construction was the main motivation of
six companies (Arch.Design Slovakia,
Elektrodesign Fans, Knauf Insulation, PBA
International, REDESIGN and Traficon
Slovakia) which established the SKGBC. It
currently
associates
48
member
companies.
SKGBC is raising awareness of green
buildings and sustainable construction.
Events like Green Business Club, Green
Business Breakfast, Green Business Tour,
conferences and professional seminars
are places to exchange experiences and
present new and innovative solutions in
this field. SKGBC's active participation in
the Sustainability in Architecture and
Construction conference, where we
became a strong member of the
organizing team, has become a tradition.
We also organized a Green Day event for
students of secondary schools and
grammar schools. Last year, we
organized 12 events where we welcomed

1260 more than participants. For the
eighth time, we have joined the activities
of the Green Building Week: we organized
6 events over 6 days, welcomed more
than 200 professionals and over 620
students.
In the near future, within the Horizon 2020,
SKGBC will actively participate in
promoting the new project in Slovakia
with the name “Smarter Finance for
Families”. It concerns improving citizens'
health, comfort and financial well-being
by supporting banks, residential investors
and solution providers with green homes
and green mortgage programs. The
project will demonstrate to banks that
considering energy, health and repair
costs savings as a smaller but equally
predictable and valid source of income
to augment borrower' salaries will reduce
their mortgage and renovation loan
default risk on energy efficient- green
homes.

For more than 20 years the SBA has been
supporting development and growth of Slovak
SMEs to improve their competitiveness locally
as well as globally.
SBA demonstrates its dedication to
sustainability principles by supporting
SMEs in the field of circular economy,
eco-innovation, resource efficiency and
social entrepreneurship. Our organization
is involved in international project
MOVECO aiming to accelerate the
transition from linear to circular
economy in the Danube Region. Project
SENSES
is
strengthening
social
entrepreneurship landscape for inclusive
growth. SBA is also an EREK member
supporting business competitiveness
through resource efficiency. Trying to

promote sustainable approach also
among our employees, in 2019 SBA joined
national cycling campaign “Bike to work”
and biggest corporate volunteering
event “Our city”.

Open for cooperation
We are interested in projects or
cooperation in the field of circular
economy, resource efficiency, social
entrepreneurship,
sustainable
rural
development and eco-innovation.
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Štátne lesy TANAP's main mission is to care for
forests in the Tatra regions and in the Pieniny
National Parks, and also to preserve the living
and non-living nature forms in all its diversity.
In addition to the conservation efforts of
biodiversity in forest ecosystems and
enhancing their ecological stability, their
work also includes caring for the gene
pool of forest trees and of flora and
fauna, and caring for small watercourses.
They also look after hiking trails and the
tourist infrastructure in the region.
TANAP has its own research station
(founded in 1953), which focuses on
monitoring the natural development and
changes that occur in the Tatras. Initially,
its activities were focused on geological,
hydrological, botanical and zoological
research of TANAP, which was later
spread by historical and ethnographic
research. In the 1980s, they expanded
their work to monitor the negative effects
of air pollution and tourism. A monitoring
and information system has begun and
genetic research has been intensified
(chamois, snow vole, bear, limba tree).
A new topic for research at TANAP was
brought by a big windstorm in November

2004. The event helped to boost
ecological research and systematic
monitoring of the changes caused by
wind and subsequent disturbances in
forest ecosystems. Štátne lesy TANAP
show visitors the nature of the oldest
Slovak national park through the TANAP
Museum and the Tatra Nature Exposition,
which they operate in Tatranská Lomnica.

Open for cooperation
Štátne lesy TANAP welcome any
voluntary work, for those who wish to
work with nature in the Tatras. Volunteers
can help plant trees, and clean and
maintain hiking trails. They can also take
part in the event 'Čisté hory', which has a
mission to clean any rubbish and waste
left behind after the summer tourist
season in the Tatra valleys. The event
always takes place on the last Saturday
in September, but volunteers can also
choose a different date that suits them.

The British Embassy in Bratislava has
developed and maintained relations between
the UK and Slovakia since 1993.
Promoting
sustainability
is
a
UK
Government priority. As one of the UK’s
270 diplomatic posts in 169 countries and
territories, the British Embassy in
Bratislava is part of a global drive
towards
a
more
environmentally
sustainable way of working. Since April
2018 the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office now uses nearly 2.5 million fewer
single-use plastic items annually. The
Embassy avoids single-use plastics
where possible, upgrades to our
computer systems have improved
energy efficiency and we are active Naše

Mesto participants. We continuously
strive for new and more effective ways of
reducing our environmental impact.

Open for cooperation
The
Foreign
&
Commonwealth
Office’s goal is to eliminate avoidable
single-use plastics from its global
operations by 2020. The British Embassy
in Bratislava has a higher ambition, to be
single-use plastics free by the end of
October 2019.
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Join us
When it comes to business and sustainability, we don’t only use our brains, but also our
hearts; we love nature and we want to contribute to positive development within our
society. If you consider yourself to be in line with our values and wish to cooperate, be
it at the SmartHead Sustainability Summit 2020 or as part of our online platform, just
contact us! We want to hear from you.

Want to have a Corporate Sustainability
profile of your company?
Veronika Osvaldova
Chief Executive Officer
Email
LinkedIn

veri.osvald@besmarthead.com
/veronikaosvaldova

Want to be a part of SmartHead
Sustainability Summit 2020?
For speaking
opportunities
Dominika Osvaldova
Chief Sustainability Officer
Email
LinkedIn

domi.osvald@besmarthead.com
/osvaldovadominika

For sponsorship
and partnership
Jan Dudas
Chief Operations Officer
Email
LinkedIn

www.besmarthead.com

jan.dudas@besmarthead.com
/jandudas
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